We determined the crystal structures of the T cell receptor (TCR)-like antibody 25-D1.16 Fab fragment bound to a complex of SIINFEKL peptide from ovalbumin and the H-2K b molecule. Remarkably, this antibody directly "reads" the structure of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-bound peptide, employing the canonical diagonal binding mode utilized by most TCRs. This is in marked contrast with another TCR-like antibody, Hyb3, bound to melanoma peptide MAGE-A1 in association with HLA-A1 MHC class I. Hyb3 assumes a non-canonical orientation over its cognate peptide-MHC and appears to recognize a conformational epitope in which the MHC contribution is dominant. We conclude that TCR-like antibodies can recognize MHC-bound peptide via two different mechanisms: one is similar to that exploited by the preponderance of TCRs and the other requires a non-canonical antibody orientation over the peptide-MHC complex.
B cell receptor and its soluble analog, i.e. antibody molecules, typically recognize native antigens. However, some antibodies can recognize major histocompatibility complex (MHC) 4 bound peptides and have been termed T cell receptor (TCR)-like antibodies. They have been derived either from large libraries containing diverse fragments encoding variable antibody regions or in the course of immunization of laboratory animals. The latter approach has proved to be less productive, suggesting that under natural conditions, TCR-like antibodies are rather rare. Because these antibodies offer attractive opportunities to track and measure particular peptide-MHC (pMHC) complexes on live cells in vitro and in vivo, a growing number of TCR-like antibodies are being developed. The molecular basis for their specificity is poorly understood, however.
The TCR-like antibody 25-D1. 16 has been elicited in response to immunization of mice with a whole cell bearing pOV8-K b complexes (1) . This antibody has been shown to discriminate pOV8-K b from other pMHC complexes on the cell surface and has been widely used to study various aspects of processing and presentation of MHC class I (MHC-I)-restricted epitopes to cytotoxic T lymphocytes. We determined the complete primary structure of this antibody and compared its parameters of binding to pOV8-K b with those of a TCR recognizing the same ligand. This analysis led us to conclude that antibody 25-D1. 16 indeed behaves like a TCR (2) .
Here, we report the crystal structure of 25-D1. 16 Fab bound to soluble pOV8-K b protein. 25 -D1. 16 interacts with amino acid residues in conserved MHC positions that are believed to mediate the canonical TCR orientation of all TCR-pMHC structures studied thus far (3) . Such a diagonal orientation facilitates direct contacts between both CDR3 loops of the Fab fragment and the K b -bound peptide side chains, allowing the antibody to "read" the structure of MHC-bound peptide in the same way as a TCR. Because 25-D1. 16 was raised without direct contribution of CD8, which could influence TCR binding to pMHC, but still utilizes the same conserved positions to contact MHC, we suggest that the MHC moiety itself "encodes" the canonical TCR orientation without co-receptor influence. In contrast, antibody Hyb3 assumes a non-canonical orientation relative to the MAGE-A1-HLA-A1 complex and forms few direct contacts with the peptide (4) . The different binding modes of the two antibodies suggest that TCR-like antibodies are capable of recognizing MHC-bound peptides either by contacting the peptide directly, as a TCR usually does, or by recognizing a unique conformation of the MHC protein bound to a particular peptide.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Antibody 25-D1. 16 G-agarose (2) . Fab fragments of the antibody were isolated by papain digestion, followed by anion-exchange chromatography on a Mono Q column (GE Healthcare). ectodomain including a synthetic C-terminal His 6 tag and mouse ␤ 2 -microglobulin (␤ 2 m) were expressed in Schneider (S2) cells as described previously (2) . S2 cells that were stably transfected with plasmids containing H-2K b , ␤ 2 m, and neomycin resistance genes were expanded in Sf-900 II SFM serumfree medium (Invitrogen) and grown to a density of 1.4 -2.0 ϫ 10 7 /ml. H-2K b expression was induced by 1 M CuSO 4 for 72 h, and soluble H-2K b molecules were isolated from the culture supernatant as described (2) . Purity of the isolated H-2K b was confirmed by SDS-PAGE. To load "empty" H-2K b with pOV8, 400 g of peptide dissolved in 40 l of dimethyl sulfoxide were added to 4 mg of H2-K b in 1 ml of phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.4), and the reaction mixture was incubated overnight at room temperature (22-24°C) .
Preparation and Isolation of the Fab-pMHC Complex-The 25-D1.16-pOV8-K b complex was formed at ϳ2-fold molar excess of the Fab fragments over soluble pOV8-K b . The reaction was allowed proceed for 1 h at room temperature. The reaction mixture was then subjected to gel filtration on Sephacryl S200 HR to separate the Fab-pMHC complex from unbound Fab (supplemental Fig. 1) .
Crystallization-Crystals of 25-D1. 16 Fab were grown by the hanging-drop method at 20°C. 2 l of protein solution (10 mg/ml) were mixed with 2 l of reservoir buffer (0.2 M (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 and 0.1 M NaOAc (pH 4.6) containing 25% (w/v) polyethylene glycol 4000). The drops were equilibrated over the same buffer. Crystals reached the maximum size of 250 ϫ 125 ϫ 125 m within 2-3 weeks.
Crystals of purified Fab-pOV8-K b complex were produced in hanging drops by vapor diffusion in 100 mM NH 4 OAc and 50 mM trisodium citrate dihydrate (pH 5.6) containing 13% (w/v) polyethylene glycol 4000 at 20°C. We obtained few large needle-like single crystals (250 ϫ 50 ϫ 10 m) suitable for x-ray crystallographic analysis, although the majority of crystals formed needle clusters.
25-D1. 16 Fab Fragment-Suitable crystals of 25-D1.16 Fab fragments were transferred to a glass capillary. Diffraction data to 1.8-Å resolution were collected at the Kimmel Cancer Center x-ray facility using a Rigaku x-ray generator equipped with a Rigaku IV image plate detector. Data were processed and scaled with the program d'TREK.
25-D1. Complex-Crystals were briefly soaked in cryobuffer (reservoir solution plus 30% (v/v) dimethyl sulfoxide) and flash-cooled in liquid nitrogen. Data to 2.9-Å resolution were collected at beamline 4XA of the Brookhaven National Laboratory. All measurements were performed at 100 K. Data were processed with the program DENZO and scaled with SCALEPACK.
Structure Determination and Refinement-Crystals of the Fab fragment belong to space group P2 1 with cell dimensions a ϭ 49.44 Å, b ϭ 60.86 Å, c ϭ 79.75 Å, ␣ ϭ ␥ ϭ 90°, and ␤ ϭ 111.97°. The structure of the 25-D1. 16 Fab fragment in the monoclinic space group was determined by molecular replacement using the program PHASER. The Fab structure (Protein Data Bank code 1OSP) was used as a search model (6) . A clear solution was found for one Fab molecule/asymmetric unit. The molecular replacement model was subjected to automatic model building using ARP/wARP. This produced a complete and accurate model, which was manually readjusted using program O and refined using CNS and REFMAC to a final R value of 0.227 and R free of 0.263.
The ternary complex crystal belongs to the P2 1 2 1 2 1 space group with cell dimensions a ϭ 80.56 Å, b ϭ 111.35 Å, c ϭ 219.08 Å, and ␣ ϭ ␤ ϭ ␥ ϭ 90°. The structure of the ternary Fab-pMHC complex was determined by molecular replacement using PHASER. Input models included the H-2K b structure (Protein Data Bank code 2VAA) with the peptide removed and the refined 25-D1. 16 Fab fragment (Protein Data Bank code 3CVI). Two MHC molecules and one Fab fragment were positioned in molecular replacement. A second Fab fragment was positioned by superimposing the MHC of the complete Fab-pMHC complex onto the incomplete Fab-pMHC complex that lacked the Fab fragment. Rigid body refinement using CNS satisfactorily adjusted the position of all fragments, giving a starting R value of 0.2933 and R free of 0.3458. Additional simulated annealing in CNS, ARP/wARP model update, manual model building using program O, and TLS refinement produced an excellent model with an overall R value of 0.223 and R free of 0.300 at 2.9-Å resolution.
RESULTS

Overall Structure of the 25-D1.16-pOV8-K
b Complex-The crystal structure of the 25-D1.16-pOV8-K b complex was determined by molecular replacement and refined to 2.9-Å resolution (Protein Data Bank code 3CVH). There are two Fab-pMHC complexes per asymmetric unit related by noncrystallographic symmetry. The modeled structures are well ordered and fit properly within calculated electron densities. Both pMHC and Fab display typical structural features of previously described immune receptors containing immunoglobulin-like domains ( (Fig. 2) . This positioning allows both CDR3 loops of Fab to contact the K b -bound peptide, whereas the CDR1 and CDR2 loops mainly contact MHC helices ␣ 1 and ␣ 2 (Fig. 3) . The variable domain of the heavy chain (V H ) predominates in contacting pOV8-K b , as it interacts with helices ␣ 1 and ␣ 2 of H-2K b and five residues of pOV8 (P4 -P8), whereas the variable light (V L ) domain is less prominent, as it contacts helix ␣ 2 and merely one residue (P4) of the peptide (supplemental Tables 1 and 2 (8) .
The dot product of the vector, which connects the intrachain disulfide bonds in the V H and V L domains, and the vector, which designates the peptide within the binding cleft, give an angle equal to 28°(see Fig. 5 ). This angle, which determines the relative orientation of Fab over pMHC, lies within the range of angles calculated for all structures of TCR-pMHC complexes, i.e. between 22°and 70°(3, 9). For TCRs recognizing different peptide-H-2K b complexes, this angle varies between 22°and 41° ( 10, 11) .
Structural Changes of pOV8-K b and 25-D1. 16 Fab upon Specific Complex Formation-Major conformational differences in the structures of bound 25-D1.16 are absent (Fig. 4A) ; nonetheless, conformational changes in the CDR loops caused by binding of Fab to pMHC are evident ( Fig. 4A and supplemental Fig.  2 ). The most prominent conformational differences between the free and bound Fab structures can be observed in the long CDR3 loop of V H . The structure of the CDR3 loop in intact and pMHC-bound Fab is well resolved as evident from excellent electron densities in unbiased simulated annealing omit F o ϪF c maps (supplemental Fig. 2 (10 -12) and with analyses of TCR-pMHC binding parameters (13) (14) (15) . Structural plasticity of the CDR loops could allow for an adjustment of the interacting surfaces, perhaps increasing the complementarity of the pMHC/ Fab interface. 25-D1.16-pOV8-K b complex formation led to noticeable conformational differences in the peptide structure. The side chain conformation of solvent-accessible residues, i.e. P4, P6, and P7, changes, whereas the conformation of the peptide backbone remains the same (Fig. 4C) .
The structures of bound 25-D1.16 and H-2K b ␣ 1 /␣ 2 peptidebinding domains are indistinguishable. However, significant structural rearrangements are observed in the MHC moiety within the 25-D1.16-pOV8-K b complex. The relative positioning of the non-polymorphic ␣ 3 domain and ␤ 2 m domains was altered upon complex formation, whereas their structures did not change (Fig. 4B) . conformational transition within the heavy chain that affects heavy chain interactions with ␤ 2 m (18, 19) . Changes in the structure of engaged MHC-I molecules may facilitate formation of the trimolecular TCR-pMHC-I-CD8 complex (20 -23) and enhance oligomerization of MHC-I proteins on the surface of target and antigen-presenting cells.
Peptide and MHC Recognition by 25-D1. 16 Fab-25-D1.16 contacts both ␣ helices of K b and peptide pOV8 directly. Peptide contacts are predominantly mediated by the CDR3 loops of both heavy and light chains, whereas the CDR1 and CDR2 loops primarily interact with the MHC helices ( Table 2 and supplemental Tables 1 and 2). 25-D1.16 makes a total of 17 contacts with the peptide, including six direct hydrogen bonds, six van der Waals interactions, one salt bridge, and four water-bridged hydrogen bonds ( (26, 27) , providing further evidence that 25-D1.16 is a TCR-like antibody and that both the antibody and TCR utilize a common mechanism to recognize MHC-I-bound peptide.
Recognition of the H-2K b moiety is mediated mostly by the CDR1 and CDR2 loops. There are 23 direct contacts between the CDR loops and the H-2K b helices (Table 2) : helix ␣ 1 forms seven hydrogen bonds with CDR-H2, and helix ␣ 2 makes 14 direct contacts with CDR-H3, CDR-L1, and CDR-L3 ( Table 2 ). The 25-D1.16 contact area with the peptide amounts to 257 Å 2 , of which 189 Å 2 are contributed by V H and 68 Å 2 by V L . Overall, 26% of the antibody contact surface directly interacts with the MHC-bound peptide. In summary, the CDR1 and CDR2 loops are almost exclusively utilized to contact helices ␣ 1 and ␣ 2 of H-2K b , whereas the CDR3 loops are dedicated to recognition of the MHC-bound pOV8 peptide. This nearly perfect specialization of the CDR loops in determining MHC restriction and peptide recognition suggests that some variations in the CDR3 regions should not affect the interaction between the CDR1 and CDR2 loops and the H-2K b moiety. Thus, limited mutagenesis of the 25-D1.16 CDR3 genes may allow the development of TCR-like antibodies, which could recognize other H2-K b -restricted peptides.
DISCUSSION
The crystal structure of antibody 25-D1.16 (Fab) bound to the pOV8-K b complex described here reveals that the antibody achieves specificity for the H-2K b -bound pOV8 peptide by adopting a diagonal orientation over pMHC that is strikingly similar to that of many TCRs (3, 9, 28, 29) . The TCR-like orientation of 25-D1. 16 , with CDR3 and CDR1/2 regions contacting peptide and MHC helices, respectively, is an extremely improbable event, as antibodies generally recognize a wide variety of antigens, whereas TCR has specifically evolved to recognize MHC-bound peptides. It is thus highly significant that 25-D1. 16 and TCR exploit the same strategy to recognize MHC-bound peptide, suggesting that TCR and antibody have a common ancestor.
25-D1.16 has been elicited during normal immune response in vivo (1) without direct contribution from the co-receptor CD8, which is typically present on CD8 ϩ T cells, but not on B cells. Meanwhile, it is thought that CD8/ MHC-I interactions, which occur prior to pMHC recognition by TCR, could influence TCR association with MHC and, consequently, TCR orientation over MHC (22, 30) . That 25-D1.16 assumes the same orientation over the pMHC ligand as TCR supports the notion that TCR has an intrinsic propensity for MHC (31) and that MHC, not CD8, determines selection of TCRs that bind with canonical orientation.
25-D1.16 is encoded by germ line genes without somatic mutations in the variable domains (2), thus resembling TCR genes, as these are naturally not subject to somatic mutations. Because 25-D1.16 belongs to IgG1, it is likely that the 25-D1.16 hybridoma was generated shortly after class switching, a very rare event. This provides an explanation as to why TCR-like antibodies are difficult to elicit. Further accumulation of somatic mutations could lead to selection of higher affinity antibodies. The MHC moiety could then become the dominant contributor to binding energy, and peptide specificity would be lost (32) . It is likely that only the canon- ical orientation of TCR over pMHC agrees with a sizable contribution of the peptide to binding energy, thus ensuring recognition of MHC-bound peptide (33) . Such an orientation ensures that the energy contribution from MHC is sufficient to account for MHC restriction, but minimizes TCR interactions with MHC to preclude autoimmunity. The canonical diagonal TCR orientation appears to be essential for TCR and TCR-like antibodies to discriminate between different MHC-bound peptides, as it focuses CDR3 loops on the center of MHC-bound peptide. Although the central positioning of CDR3 loops can be achieved at many different TCR orientations, the latter is very similar in most known TCRpMHC complexes (3). It has been suggested that the canonical diagonal orientation is determined by a small number of polymorphic residues at conserved positions on MHC helices. These residues are thought to form energetically dominant TCR-MHC bonds, suggesting that TCR has an inherent predisposition to interact with MHC helices (3, 7, 12, 29, 31, 34, 35) . Three conserved MHC residues, two on helix ␣ 1 and one on helix ␣ 2 , are thought to contribute the minimal set of interactions that determine MHC restriction and the conserved TCR orientation over MHC-I (12 Table 1 ), and these interactions are presumably responsible for the canonical TCR-like orientation of 25-D1.16 over pMHC. Such an orientation also allows comparable contributions of MHC helices ␣ 1 and ␣ 2 to the interactions with the CDR1 and CDR2 loops ( Fig. 3 and Table 2 ). In marked contrast, the majority of the interactions between Hyb3 and MAGE-A1-HLA-A1 are mediated by contacts between HLA-A1 helix ␣ 1 and the V H and V L domains ( Fig. 3 and Table 2 ). The asymmetric positioning of Hyb3 over MAGE-A1-HLA-A1 is a distinct feature of this complex that results in the tilting of Hyb3 toward helix ␣ 1 (Fig. 2) and the non-canonical reversed orientation of the Fab molecule relative to TCRs as bound to pMHC (4) . None of the HLA-A1 residues that are thought to determine the canonical TCR orientation form contacts with Hyb3 CDRs (4). As a consequence, the vector connecting intrachain disulfide bridges within V H and V L domains of Hyb3 points in the opposite direction compared with the corresponding vectors of 25-D1.16 and canonical TCR. The angle of Hyb3 over MAGE-A1-HLA-A1 protein is 300°compared with 28°for 25-D1.16 relative to pOV8-K b (Fig. 5) . Thus, Hyb3 assumes diagonal but reversed orientation over cognate pMHC (Fig. 5) , a feature that has not been observed thus far for any TCR-pMHC complex. The orientation of Hyb3 over MAGE-A1-HLA-A1 is reminiscent of the unusual orientation of a TCR specific for myelin basic protein peptide in association with human DRB1 MHC-II protein, the only one example of a TCR with non-canonical orientation over cognate pMHC observed thus far (36) . In another example, the semi-invariant TCR from natural killer T cells docks in parallel to the binding groove of the MHC-I-like CD1d molecule presenting ␣-galactosylceramide, a non-peptide strong agonist (37) . Notably, none of the three positions in CD1d, which are homologous to those in MHC-I postulated to mediate MHC restriction and conserved TCR orientation (12) , are involved in the TCR/CD1d interactions (37).
The contact and buried surface areas for both Fab-pMHC complexes are very similar, as are the Sc values (Table 1) . Accordingly, 25-D1. 16 and Hyb3 Fab fragments bind their respective ligands in a peptide-dependent manner with almost identical affinities (2 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 and 1.4 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 M, respectively) (2, 4). However, although 26% of the total contact area occurs between 25-D1.16 and pOV8, only 17% of the total contact area (168 Å 2 ) is buried between Hyb3 and MAGE-A1 peptide (Table  1 ). There are four direct contacts between Hyb3 CDRs and the MAGE-A1 peptide, one of which represents a hydrogen bond between the side chain of His P7 and Gly H55 in CDR-H2. The other three contacts involve the peptide backbone (Table 2 and  supplemental Tables 1 and 2 ). On the other hand, there are 12 direct contacts between 25-D1.16 and pOV8 (Table 2) . Apparently, Hyb3 contacts with MAGE-A1 peptides are limited, suggesting that direct Fab/peptide interactions play a minor role in determining specificity of Hyb3. Thus, TCR-like antibodies are able to discriminate between various MHC-bound peptides at least via two different mechanisms, either by contacting the peptide directly or by recognizing a unique conformational epitope induced when a particular peptide binds to the MHC moiety. The latter can be associated with a non-canonical orientation of Fab over the pMHC ligand.
